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Abstract 

Rockafellar's quadratic augmented Lagrangian for inequality constrained minimiza- 
tion is not twice differentiable. To eliminate this drawback, several quite compli- 
cated Lagrangians have been proposed. We exhibit a simple cubic Lagrangian that 
is twice differentiable. It stems from the recent work of Eckstein and Teboulle on 
Bregman-related Lagrangians. 
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this note is to  call attention to  a simple modified Lagrangian for the 
convex program 

minimize fo(x) over all x E C satisfying f;(x) 5 0, i = 1: m ,  (1) 

where C is a nonempty closed convex subset of Rn and f; : C + R is a closed convex 
function for i = 0 ,1 , .  . . , m .  The  quadratic augmented Lagrangian of Rockafellar [Roc731 
is 

1 m 

for x E C and y E Rm, where c is a positive number and [.I+ = max{.,O). The  cor- 
responding multiplier method [Roc761 generates sequences {xk)  c C and iyk} c IR?, 
which should converge to  the solution and Lagrange multiplier of (1) respectively, via the 
recursion 

where {ck} is a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers (or infk ck > 0 [Eck93]). 
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Even if all f; are twice differentiable on C, the Lagrangian L ( ~ ) ( . ,  y k )  is differentiable 
only once. This may create difficulties for methods used to find xikin (3a) [Ber82, GoT89, 
KoB76, Man75, TsB931. Other twice differentiable Lagrangians are either quite com- 
plicated [Ber82, GoT74, GoT89, KoB761, or nonconcave with respect to y [Man75], or 
difficult to  analyze [TsB93]. In the next section we exhibit a simple twice differentiable 
Lagrangian. It is derived from the recent work of [Eck93, Teb921 on Bregman-related 
Lagrangians. 

2 The cubic Lagrangian 

Consider using the cubic augmented Lagrangian 

in the method 

with y1 2 0. Clearly, Lg)(. ,  y k )  is continuously twice differentiable on C if so is each fi .  
Letting 

1 
~ ( t ;  I") = i{[sign(p)~p~1/2 + ti: - 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1  for t ,  P E R, 

we have L?)(x, y )  = fO(x) + Czl p[cg;(x), y;]/c, yf+l  = Vtp[ckg;(xk); y!], i = 1: m. Since 
p belongs to the class of penalty functions denoted by PI in [Ber82, p. 3051 and by P 
in [KoB76], these references contain results on global convergence of the method (5), 
including possible inexact minimization in (5a). 

Changing variables via y; = sign(y;:~IYi11/2, i = 1: m, we may express L?) as 

L?) is a Lagrangian of Mangasarian [Man751 (with $(() = I(l3/3c). L?)(x, .) is concave 
on lRm if x is feasible in (1) [Man75, Rem. 2.131, and so is L?)(x, a ) ,  since V;p(t; p)  = 

-1/41p11/2 if y < 0 and t 5 0, or p > 0 and p1J2 + t < 0, V;p(t; p) = -t2/4p3/2 if y > 0 
and p1J2 + t > 0. If x E C, L?)(x, .) is also concave on R;". In general, neither L?)(x, a )  

nor L?)(x, - )  are concave on lRm if x is infeasible. (In contrast, the concavity of L?)(X,  a )  

for each x E C (and of other modified Lagrangians [GoT74]) facilitates the development of 
algorithms; cf. [GoT89, Chaps 3-51.) L?)(X, - )  is twice differentiable, and so is L?)(x, -), 
except on the boundary of lR;". 

As an extension, for an integer p > 1, consider using the Lagrangian 

in the method 



with ,G' = 2 corresponding to  (2)-(3) and ,G' = 3 to (4)-(5). Note that L!!)(-, yk) is (/? - 1)- 
times differentiable on C if so is each f,. Again one may associate L:!) with Mangasarian's 
Lagrangians. Global convergence of the method (8) follows from Theorem 7 of [Eck93], 
because L!!) stems from the Bregman function h(y) = C~"=,y;["/a with a = /3/(/3 - 1); 
cf. [Eck93, Teb921. 
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